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The Covariant Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff Equations I: the Isotropic Case
Sante Carloni and Daniele Vernieri
Centro Multidisciplinar de Astrof´ısica - CENTRA, Instituto Superior Tecnico - IST,
Universidade de Lisboa - UL, Avenida Rovisco Pais 1, 1049-001, Portugal
We construct a covariant version of the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations in the case of
isotropic sources. The new equations make evident the mathematical problems in the determination
of interior solutions of relativistic stellar objects. Using a reconstruction algorithm we find two
physically interesting generalisations of previously known stellar interior solutions. The variables
that we use also allow an easier formulation of known generating theorems for solutions associated
to relativistic stellar objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Covariance is one of the most fundamental and im-
portant aspects of General Relativity (GR). It allows
to explore many crucial properties of curved spacetime
writing equations that are independent of the choice of
a specific observers. Nevertheless, much of the research
in relativistic gravitation is performed giving up covari-
ance and using only a given set of coordinates. While
this is perfectly legitimate, it also limits our understand-
ing of a given gravitational system. A classical example
is the case of the actual nature of the singularity in the
Schwarzschild solution, which was understood to be an
artefact of the coordinate system only well after its initial
derivation. Issues like these motivate the development of
formalisms that preserve as much as possible the covari-
ant character of the Einstein field equations.
One of these methods, nowadays dubbed “1+3 covari-
ant approach”, has been proposed by Ehlers, Ellis and
others to treat cosmological spacetime [1]. The 1 + 3
covariant approach has been very successful not only
in clarifying aspects of the usual Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker spacetimes but also in the case of the more com-
plicated Bianchi models and even inhomogeneous cos-
mologies.
The 1+3 approach makes full use of the symmetries of
the spacetime in which it is employed, and more specifi-
cally of the concept of foliation of these spacetimes. This,
however, is also a limitation. Applying the 1+3 approach
to less symmetric spacetimes considerably reduces the
advantages of this formalism. Recently, a new formalism
adapted to Locally Rotational Symmetric (LRS) space-
times was proposed. Since these spacetimes are locally
symmetric around a specific spacelike direction, the new
approach was called “1+1+2 covariant approach” [2–4].
The 1 + 1 + 2 covariant approach can be applied to
any LRS spacetimes and in particular to a subclass of
these spacetimes (LRSII) which contains static spheri-
cally symmetric metrics. In astrophysics these metrics
are relevant for black holes in the vacuum case, but also,
in the non vacuum case, to describe the interior solutions
of relativistic stars.
This last class of systems is commonly investigated
by rearranging of the Einstein field equations and
the Bianchi Identities into the well known Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations. The TOV equa-
tions characterise the pressure profile of a static and
spherically symmetric object made of a given matter
fluid. Since the proposal of the TOV equations (but also
before that [5]), much work has been done to look for
exact and numerical solutions to model the interior of
relativistic stars. In addition, in recent years some gen-
eral properties of the exact solutions of these equations
have been discovered (see e.g. Refs. [6–10]). However, in
spite of the relevance of these results, the actual resolu-
tion of the problem of stellar interior is still a formidable
task and it is largely hindered by a number of technical
difficulties.
The aim of this paper is to apply the 1 + 1+ 2 covari-
ant approach to the problem of the determination of the
interior solutions of isotropic relativistic stars. We will
construct a covariant version of the TOV equations and
we will use the advantages of the covariant approaches
to have a more clear understanding of the mathemat-
ical structure of these equations, the most convenient
resolution strategies and some peculiarities of the solu-
tions obtained. The character of the present work will be
mainly foundational. The new TOV equations will have
straightforward generalisation to a series of non trivial
cases, which will be considered in following works.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we will
introduce the basics of 1 + 1 + 2 formalism. In Section
III we will derive the key 1 + 1 + 2 equations and we
will construct a set of variables which are more suited
to work with the TOV equations. We will comment also
on the junction conditions in these variables. In Section
IV we will give the covariant TOV equations and suggest
some resolution methods. In Section V we will present a
reconstruction algorithm to generate some new solutions.
In Section VI we will use the covariant TOV equations to
derive some known generating theorems [6] and to prove
new ones. Section VII is dedicated to the conclusions.
Unless otherwise specified, natural units (~ = c =
kB = 8piG = 1) will be used throughout this paper and
Latin indices run from 0 to 3. The symbol ∇ represents
the usual covariant derivative and ∂ corresponds to par-
tial differentiation. We use the −,+,+,+ signature and
the Riemann tensor is defined by
Rabcd = Γ
a
bd,c − Γabc,d + ΓebdΓace − ΓebcΓade , (1)
2where the Γabd are the Christoffel symbols (i.e. symmet-
ric in the lower indices), defined by
Γabd =
1
2
gae (gbe,d + ged,b − gbd,e) . (2)
The Ricci tensor is obtained by contracting the first and
the third indices
Rab = g
cdRacbd . (3)
Symmetrisation and the anti-symmetrisation over the in-
dexes of a tensor are defined as
T(ab) =
1
2
(Tab + Tba) , T[ab] =
1
2
(Tab − Tba) . (4)
Finally the Hilbert–Einstein action in the presence of
matter is given by
A = 1
2
∫
d4x
√−g [R+ 2Lm] . (5)
II. 1 + 1 + 2 COVARIANT APPROACH
Our discussion will be based on the 1 + 1 + 2 Covari-
ant Approach [2–4]. This semi-tetradic formalism is built
on a threading decomposition of the spacetime manifold
with respect to a timelike congruence and a chosen space-
like vector field orthogonal to this congruence. As a con-
sequence, one can construct a set of tensorial objects (the
1 + 1+ 2 variables) with a rigorous mathematical defini-
tion and a clear physical meaning. The Bianchi and Ricci
identities can be then written as a closed system of prop-
agation and constraint equations which are completely
equivalent to the Einstein field equations. Here we give
a short summary of the main aspects of the 1 + 1 + 2
formalism. A more complete description can be found in
Refs. [2–4].
The construction of the 1 + 1 + 2 variables and their
equations starts with the definition of a vector field
ua associated to a congruence time-like integral curves
(uau
a = −1) and a vector ea associated to a congruence
of spacelike (eae
a = 1) integral curves. The geometry of
the orthogonal hypersurfaces is defined by the two pro-
jection tensors
hab = g
a
b + u
aub , h
a
a = 3 ,
Na
b ≡ hab − eaeb = gab + uaub − eaeb , Naa = 2 ,
(6)
which represent the metric of the 3-spaces orthogonal to
ua and of 2-spaces (W ) orthogonal to ua and ea respec-
tively. Each of these hypersurfaces posses a volume form
given by
εabc = ηdabcu
d ,
εab ≡ εabcec ,
(7)
which can be used to isolate vortical contributions.
Using ua, ea, hab, Nab any tensorial object can be split
according to the above foliations. For example, any 4-
vector Xa can be irreducibly split as
Xa = Ξ0u
a + Ξ1e
a + Ξa2 , (8)
Ξ0 = X
aua , Ξ1 ≡ Xaea , Ξa ≡ NabXb . (9)
In the case of a symmetric 4-tensor, Xab the decomposi-
tion is longer:
Xab = Ξ0u
aub + Ξ1e
aeb + Ξ2N
ab + 2Ξ
(a
1 u
b)
+ 2Ξ
(a
2 e
b) + 2Ξ2u
(aeb) + Ξab , (10)
where
Ξ0 = Xabu
aub,
Ξ1 ≡ Xabeaeb ,
Ξ2 ≡ 1
2
XabN
ab ,
Ξa1 ≡ XcdNacud ,
Ξa2 ≡ XcdNaced ,
Ξab ≡ X{ab} ,
and the curly brackets denote the projected symmetric
trace free part of a tensor with respect to ea:
X
{ab} ≡
(
N c(aNb)
d − 1
2
NabN
cd
)
Xcd . (11)
The same type of decomposition can be applied to the
covariant derivative vector to obtain a set of different
derivative operators: the covariant time derivative
X˙a..bc..d = u
e∇eXa..bc..d , (12)
the full orthogonally projected covariant derivative D,
DeX
a..b
c..d = h
a
fh
p
c...h
b
gh
q
dh
r
e∇rXf..gp..q , (13)
the hat-derivative
Xˆa..b
c..d ≡ efDfXa..bc..d , (14)
i.e. the component of D along the ea vector-field, and
the δ -derivative
δfXa..b
c..d ≡ Naf ...NbgNhc..NidNf jDjXf..gi..j , (15)
which is the projected derivative onto W .
The 1+1+2 variables can be defined using the decom-
position of the covariant derivative of ua and the orthog-
onally projected covariant derivative of the vector field
ea:
∇aub =ua(Aeb +Ab) + 1
3
(
θ˜ + θ¯u
)
(Nab + eaeb)
+ Σ
(
eaeb − 1
2
Nab
)
+ 2Σ(aeb) +Σab
+ 2εcab(Ωe
c +Ωc) ,
Daeb =eaab +
1
2
φNab + ζab + ξεab ,
(16)
3where
A = eau˙a , Aa = Nabe˙b ,
θ˜ = δau
a , θ¯ = abu
b, θ˜ + θ¯ = Dau
a = Θ ,
Ω =
1
2
εabcD[aub]ea , Ω
a =
1
2
εabdD[aub]Nd
a ,
Σ = σab
(
eaeb − 1
2
Nab
)
, Σa = σcde
cNda ,
Σab = σ{cd} ,
σab =
(
hc(ahb)
d − 1
3
habh
cd
)
Dcud ,
ab = e
cDceb = eˆb , φ = δae
a ,
ζab = δ{ced} , ξ =
1
2
εabδaeb .
(17)
The set is completed by some additional variables related
to the decomposition of electric and magnetic parts of the
Weyl curvature tensor Cabcd:
E = Cabcducud
(
eaeb − 1
2
Nab
)
,
Ea = CcdefueufecNda , Eab = C{ab}cducud,
H = 1
2
εadeC
deb
cu
c
(
eaeb − 1
2
Nab
)
,
Ha = 1
2
εcfeC
fe
dhu
hecNda ,
Hab = 1
2
ε{adeC
de
b}cu
c .
(18)
For an observer that moves on the geodesic congruence
defined by ua, the expansion of the geodesics will be given
by Θ = θ˜ + θ¯ , the deviation from free fall will be repre-
sented by the components A and Aa of the acceleration
vector u˙a, the components Σab, Σa and Σ of the shear
σab will represent the non isotropic deformation of the
geodesic flow and the components Ω and Ωa of the vor-
ticity ωab = D[aub] its rotation. Similarly if the same
observer chooses ea as special direction in the spacetime,
φ represents the expansion of the integral curves of the
vector field ea, ζab is their distortion (i.e. the shear of
ea) and aa the change of the vector ea along its integral
curves (e.g. its acceleration). We can also interpret ξ as
a representation of the “twisting” or rotation of the inte-
gral curves of ea (i.e. the vorticity associated with e
a).
Finally E , Ea, Eab are related wth the Newtonian part of
the gravitational potential while H,Ha,Hab are related
to tidal relativistic forces.
The matter stress energy tensor Tmab can also be de-
composed with respect to ua, ea, Nab to give
Tab = µuaub + (p+Π) eaeb +
(
p− 1
2
Π
)
Nab
+ 2Qe(aub) + 2Q(aub) + 2Π(aeb) +Πab ,(19)
which defines the matter 1 + 1 + 2 variables as
µ = Tabu
aub ,
p =
1
3
Tab
(
eaeb +Nab
)
,
Π =
1
3
Tab
(
2eaeb −Nab) ,
Q =
1
2
Tabe
aub ,
Qa = TcdN
a
cu
d ,
Πa = TcdN
a
ce
d ,
Πab = T{ab} ,
pr = p+Π = Tabe
aeb ,
p⊥ = p− 1
2
Π =
1
2
TabN
ab .
(20)
The last two equation connect the 1+1+2 variables to
the radial and transversal pressure pr and p⊥, i.e. the
components of the fluxes that would appear in the left
hand side of the radial and angular Einstein equations.
III. 1 + 1 + 2 EQUATIONS FOR STATIC AND
SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SPACETIMES
The 1+1+2 formalism is able to describe in a natural
way all LRS spacetimes in which one can define covari-
antly a unique, preferred spatial direction. In the fol-
lowing we are interested in the case of the rotation free,
static and spherically symmetric spacetimes (LSRII). In
this case all the 1 + 1 + 2 vectors and tensors vanish, as
well as the variables Ω, ξ, H, Θ, Σ and Q. Thus one is
left with the six scalars {A, φ, E , µ, p,Π}. In this work
we will also assume that the source for the gravitational
field is a completely isotropic fluid, i.e. Π = 0.
The set of 1+1+2 equations which describe spherically
symmetric static spacetimes is [2–4, 12]:
φˆ = − 1
2
φ2 − 2
3
µ− E , (21)
Eˆ − 1
3
µˆ = − 3
2
φE , (22)
pˆ = − (µ+ p)A , (23)
Aˆ = − (A+ φ)A+ 1
2
(µ+ 3p) . (24)
with the constraint
0 = −Aφ+ 1
3
(µ+ 3p)− E . (25)
In order to solve the equations above it is useful to define
the Gaussian curvature K of W [2–4]
K =
1
3
µ− E + 1
4
φ2. (26)
The propagation equation for K can be then written as
Kˆ = −φK. (27)
4This last equation is the starting point for the choice of
an affine parameter related to the hat derivative which
can lead to a simplification of the final 1 + 1 + 2 equa-
tions. For our purposes a convenient parameter to choose
the logarithmic space variable ρ such that Kˆ = K,ρφ [13].
This operation allows to make the hat derivatives dimen-
sionless. In this way Eq. (27) becomes
K,ρ = −K , (28)
and the other equations become
φφ,ρ = −1
2
φ2 − 2
3
µ− E , (29)
E,ρ − 1
3
µ,ρ = −3
2
E , (30)
φp,ρ = − (µ+ p)A , (31)
φA,ρ = − (A+ φ)A+ 1
2
(µ+ 3p) , (32)
Aφ− 1
3
(µ+ 3p) + E = 0 , (33)
K =
1
3
µ− E + 1
4
φ2. (34)
Notice that in the system above the Eq. (28) is decou-
pled. Therefore we cannot eliminate Eq. (34) as there
can be solutions which satisfy all the above differential
equations, but not Eq. (34).
Another choice can be to use the so-called area radius
for which K ∝ r−2. It is not difficult to show that
ρ = 2 ln
(
r
r0
)
, (35)
where r0 is an arbitrary constant. In the rest of this work
we will perform the calculations in ρ, but we will give the
final results in terms of r in such a way to facilitate the
connection with known results.
Eqs. (29-34) characterize completely the static and
spherically symmetric metrics in GR, and we can use
them to find solutions of Einstein theory with this sym-
metry. However, as shown in Ref. [11], this system of
equations can be further simplified to a set of dimen-
sionless equations written in terms of variables that help
highlighting the physical aspects of the solutions. These
variables are defiened as
X =
φ,ρ
φ
, Y =
A
φ
, K = K
φ2
,
E =
E
φ2
, M =
µ
φ2
, P =
p
φ2
. (36)
Using the affine parameter ρ, the 1+1+2 equation take
the form [11]
Y,ρ =M+ 3P − 2Y (X + Y + 1) , (37)
K,ρ = −K(1 + 2X) , (38)
P,ρ = −2YM− 2P (2X + Y ) , (39)
with the constraints
2M+ 2P + 2X − 2Y + 1 = 0 , (40)
1− 4K− 4P + 4Y = 0 , (41)
2M+ 6P − 6Y − 6E = 0 . (42)
We will make use of the above equations to derive a co-
variant version of the TOV equations.
A. Relation with the metric coefficients
As already said, the geometrical variables given above
are tensors for the group of transformations that pre-
serve the foliations. At any moment one can break co-
variance and write the equivalent of these variables in
a given system of coordinates in terms of metric coef-
ficients and their derivatives [12]. Such operation shows
that the above construction can be viewed as a method to
find an ‘optimal’ combination of these quantities which,
as we will show in the following, simplifies considerably
a number of issues associated to spherically symmetric
spacetimes.
Let us consider a generic choice of spherical coordi-
nates. In this case the line element is
ds2 = −A(p)dt2+B(p)dp2+C(p)(dθ2+sin2 θdφ2) , (43)
and we have:
ua =
(√
A(p), 0, 0, 0
)
,
ea =
(
0,
√
B(p), 0, 0
)
,
Na
b = C(p)
(
δaθδ
b
θ + δaφδ
b
φ
)
.
(44)
This implies that A, φ and K are given by
A = 1
2A
√
B
dA
dp
, (45)
φ =
1
C
√
B
dC
dp
, (46)
K =
1
C
, (47)
while
Y =
1
2
C
A
A,p
C,p
, (48)
K = CB
C2,p
. (49)
It is not too difficult to give the equivalent of these ex-
pressions in terms of the affine parameter ρ or r. In terms
of ρ and using the same procedure one finds that
A = 1
2A
√
B
dA
dρ
, (50)
5φ =
1√
B
, (51)
K =
1
C0
e−ρ = K0e−ρ , (52)
Y =
1
2
A,ρ
A
, (53)
K = K0B(ρ)e−ρ . (54)
Notice that dimensional consistency requires the the con-
stant K0 must have dimensions of the inverse of a length
square. In terms of r the 1 + 1 + 2 variables read
A = 1
2A
√
B
dA
dr
, (55)
φ =
2
r
√
B
, (56)
K =
K¯0
r2
, (57)
Y =
1
4
A,rr
A
, (58)
K = K¯0B(r) . (59)
The constant K¯0 is dimensionless and can assume in prin-
ciple any numerical value, but in order to obtain the true
area radius one has to set K¯0 = 1. Comparing the ex-
pressions for K in ρ and r and using eq. (35), one obtain
that K0 = K¯0r
−2
0 = r
−2
0 . In the following we will use
these relations to present solution in either of the ρ and
r coordinate systems.
The expressions above, combined with the constraint
in Eq. (41), show that there exists a relation between the
zeros and the singular points of the metric coefficients
and the zeros and divergences of the pressure. For exam-
ple, a zero in A with a regular B leads to divergence in
Y and therefore in P and p. This feature will be useful
when we will define a reconstruction algorithm.
The above results can be used at any stage of the cal-
culations to give the results in coordinates. We will also
employ them in the next subsection, to give the 1+1+2
formulation of the junction conditions.
B. Junction conditions
In the following we will calculate a number of static
spherically symmetric solutions of the Einstein equation
with isotropic sources. Since we will consider these solu-
tions as interior configurations of stellar objects, an im-
portant role in the determination of their physical char-
acter is played by the way in which they can be matched
with a Schwarzschild exterior. In order to achieve this
task we will make use of the 1 + 1 + 2 version of the
junction conditions given by Israel in Refs. [14, 15].
In the present case, the surface of separation will be
the 3-surfaces S normal to ea. Indicating the jump along
S as [X ] = X+ −X−, the junction conditions read
[gSab] = [Nab + uaub] = 0 , [K¯cd] = 0 , (60)
where gSab is the metric of S and K¯cd is the extrinsic
curvature of S:
K¯ab =(Na
c + uau
c)(Nb
d + ubu
d)∇ced . (61)
which in the spherically symmetric case is given by:
K¯ab =
1
2
φNab + uaubA , (62)
the conditions above imply the following junction condi-
tions
[ua] = 0 , [Nab] = 0 , (63)
and
[A] = 0 , [φ] = 0 . (64)
As from the original Israel conditions, if Eqs. (64) are
not satisfied, a thin shell with stress energy tensor
T Sab = (Nab + uaub)[K¯]− [K¯cd], (65)
will be present in the spacetime. Let us look at the Is-
rael’s Junction conditions in terms of the variables in
Eq. (36). Since [φ] = 0 then[
K0e
−ρ
φ2
]
= [K] = 0, (66)
and using the constraint in Eq. (41) above
0 = [K] = [P − Y ] . (67)
Now, since [A] = 0, we have [Y ] = 0 and the (67) reduces
to
[P ] = 0. (68)
As [φ] = 0, this is equivalent to say that [p] = 0. In other
words, in order to provide a smooth junction with the
Schwarzschild exterior metric one has to seek a value of
the radius in which the pressure is zero.
It is instructive to break covariance to see how the
conditions on the metric are expressed in coordinates.
Eqs. (50-54) and (55-59) show that the junction condi-
tions (67) require the continuity of A, of its first deriva-
tive and also the continuity of B. Looking at the radial
6component of the Einstein equation it becomes clear that
this choice sets the radial pressure to zero. Notice that
since there is no constraint on the first derivative of B
the energy density does not need to be zero. In other
words the above conditions imply
µ 6= 0 , p = 0 , (69)
which are the same conclusions of Eq. (68). In the fol-
lowing to ensure the compatibility with a Schwarzschild
exterior, we will impose directly that p is zero on the
boundary of the star.
IV. 1 + 1 + 2 TOV EQUATIONS
Considering Eq. (38) and eliminating X and Y from
Eq. (39), one obtains:
P,ρ = −P 2 + P
[
M+ 1− 3
(
K − 1
4
)]
−
(
K − 1
4
)
M ,
K,ρ = −2K
(
K − 1
4
−M
)
,
(70)
which are the covariant version of the TOV equations.
The system is closed by the equation of state P = f(M).
If one chooses, as customary, a density profile, the
above equations constitutes a set of coupled Riccati and
Bernoulli equations. Although we can solve formally a
Bernoulli equation, the same cannot be done for the Ric-
cati one. This suggests that there is no formal general
exact solution of the Eqs. (70). However, one can find
a number of exact solutions in particular cases (see also
Ref. [10]). It is important to stress that these solutions
will correspond to actual astrophysical objects only if the
following conditions are satisfied (see e.g. Ref. [16]):
1. µ and p should be positive inside the object;
2. the gradients of µ and p should be negative;
3. the speed of sound should be less than the speed of
light 0 < ∂p∂µ < 1;
4. the energy conditions should be satisfied;
Remarkably, very few of all the solutions known actu-
ally satisfy the above conditions [16]. In the following we
will find also some solutions which are not included in
Ref. [16] and which posses at least a set of their param-
eters able to satisfy all of these conditions.
A. Some exact solutions for the perfect fluid case.
We will now present briefly some solving strategies for
Eqs. (70). The typical approach is to use and ansatz
for the energy density. We will consider here the classic
case of a star made of a fluid with constant energy den-
sity, which will also allow to check that the equations are
actually correct.
If µ is constant, M reads
M =
µ0e
ρ
K0
K . (71)
Substituting this into the second of Eqs. (70) this gives
the solution for K:
K = 3
3K0e−ρ/2 − (3 + µ0eρr20)
. (72)
Setting K0 = 0 one gets the solution for P :
P =
µ0e
ρr20
(
P0 + 3
√
3− µ0eρr20
)
4 (µ0eρr20 − 3)
(
P0 +
√
3− µ0eρr20
) , (73)
which, in turn, implies
Y =
µ0e
ρr20
2
√
µ0eρr20 − 3
(
P0 +
√
3− µ0eρr20
) . (74)
The corresponding metric can be written, in terms of the
area radious
ds2 = −Adt2 +Bdr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2) , (75a)
A = A0
(√
3− µ0r2 + P0
)2
, (75b)
B =
3
3− µ0r2 . (75c)
The pressure is
p = −
µ0
(
P0 + 3
√
3− µ0r2
)
3
(
P0 +
√
3− µ0r2
) , (76)
which, for P0 < 0, corresponds to the well known result
and confirms the correctness of Eqs. (70).
There are a number of ways in which Eqs. (70) can be
solved. An interesting strategy is to choose an ansatz for
K and an equation of state. By setting
K = f(P ) ,
M = g(P ) ,
(77)
and substituting the above relations in the second of
Eqs. (70),we obtain the equation
g =
2f,P
4f
P,ρ + f − 1
4
,
P,ρ
[
(4f − 4P − 1)f,P
8f
+ 1
]
+ f2 +
(
2P − 1
2
)
f
+ P 2 − 3P
2
+
1
16
= 0 .
(78)
7We can choose different forms of the function f such that
this equation can be solved exactly. Let us suppose, for
example,
f =
1
4
(
−4P ± 4
√
P + 1
)
, (79)
then Eq. (78) gives P = P0 and the function g is
g = −
√
P − P . (80)
Solving for Y one has
Y = −
√
P0 , (81)
which correponds to the metric
ds2 = −Adt2 +Bdr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2), (82a)
A = A0
(r0
r
)4√P0
, (82b)
B =
[
1− 4
(
P0 +
√
P0
)]
, (82c)
together with the energy density and pressure given by
µ =
4
(√
P0 + 1
)√
P0(
4P0 + 4
√
P0 − 1
)
r2
, (83a)
p = − 4P0(
4P0 + 4
√
P0 − 1
)
r2
, (83b)
and the equation of state
p = − µ
√
P0√
P0 + 1
. (84)
This solution cannot represent a star as the metric is sin-
gular in the centre. In addition, the equation of state
is not the one of a standard fluid which makes the so-
lution not necessary desirable. However the above re-
sult reminds us that the Einstein equations in the static
and spherically symmetric case can represent a number
of other systems. Indeed, the solution above could repre-
sent a universe filled with dark energy is in perfect (and
possibly unstable) equilibrium with with a (naked) sin-
gularity.
As a second, more relevant, example, let us set
f =
1
4
(1 + 4P ) , (85)
in this way the function g and Eq. (78) become
P,ρ = P − 4P 2 , g = (3 − 4P )P
4P + 1
, (86)
which implies
P =
eρ
P0 + 4eρ
, (87)
with P0 > 0. Solving for Y one has
Y =
2eρ
P0 + 4eρ
, (88)
which corresponds to the metric
ds2 = −Adt2 +Bdr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2), (89a)
A = A0
(
P0 +
r2
r20
)2
, (89b)
B =
P0r
2
0 + 8r
2
P0r20 + 4r
2
, (89c)
together with the energy density and pressure given by
µ =
4
(
3P0r
2
0 + 8r
2
)
(P0r20 + 8r
2) 2
, (90a)
p =
4
P0r20 + 8r
2
, (90b)
and the equation of state
µ = 2P0r
2
0p
2 + p . (91)
This solution is related to the so-called Tolman IV solu-
tion [5]. The difference is in the (r, r) part of the metric.
As we will see in the following this is not a mere coinci-
dence.
The first and the third solutions above give us two
interesting solution prototypes. The first has a certain
range of parameters for which the central pressure is in-
finite. This is an indication that there exist a definite
region in the parameter space in which these objects can
exist and another in which they are unstable. The other,
instead, has a Newtonian limit that is the same of the
standard solution for the gravitational field in a Newto-
nian sphere of fluid of constant density. For this solution,
no value of the parameters makes the central pressure to
diverge and, therefore, although not necessarily stable,
can be thought as “more stable” than the previous one.
We will make use of the two solutions above as template
for the rest of our discussion.
V. RECONSTRUCTING PHYSICALLY
RELEVANT SOLUTIONS
Eqs. (70), although physically clear, are not very easy
to be solved. We can better appreciate the reason behind
this difficulty and generate some interesting solutions, us-
ing the reconstruction point of view proposed in general
in Ref. [11]. Reconstruction algorithms have been used
repeatedly in literature to generate new solutions (see
e.g. Refs. [17, 18]). Here we propose an algorithm that
allows the derivation of two interesting generalisations of
known solutions.
8Starting from the Eqs. (37-42) we obtain
M =
K,ρ
2K +K −
1
4
, (92)
P =
1
3
(
2Y,ρ + 2Y
2 + Y
)− 2Y + 1
6
K,ρ
K
− 1
3
K + 1
12
, (93)
0 = (2Y + 1)K,ρ − 4K2
−K [4Y,ρ + 4(Y − 1)Y − 1] . (94)
This form of the equations clearly shows the difficulty
behind the resolution of the TOV equations in the ho-
mogeneous case. The constraint which relates the metric
coefficients makes it difficult to find solutions for a given
form of the energy density and/or the pressure.
In reconstructing solutions for this case it is useful to
keep control of the equation of state of the matter source.
It is not too difficult to express it in terms of the variable
Y and K as:
w =
[
Y (2Y + 1)
(
4K + 8Y 2 + 4Yρ − 2Y − 1
)]×{
(−8Y − 4)Y,ρρ + 24Y 2,ρ
+ 4
(
6K+ 6Y 2 − 9Y − 1)Yρ
+Y [4Y (6K + Y (4Y − 7) + 1) + 3− 4K]}−1 .
(95)
Once the form of the metric has been chosen it becomes
straightforward from the expression above to determine
if the source has an acceptable thermodynamics.
Let us now consider the coefficient A of the solution in
Eq. (89b). Setting
A = A0 (a+ be
ρ)2 , (96)
one obtains
Y =
beρ
a+ beρ
, (97)
and from Eq. (94) it follows that
K = K0 (a+ 3be
ρ)
2/3
eρ − 4 (a+ 3beρ)2/3
. (98)
Setting K0 = −1 we arrive at the solution
ds2 = −Adt2 +Bdr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2), (99a)
A = A0
(
a+ b
r2
r20
)2
, (99b)
B =
(
1− r
2
4r
10/3
0 (ar
2
0 + 3br
2) 2/3
)−1
. (99c)
The energy density and the pressure are given by
µ =
3ar20 + 5br
2
4r
10/3
0 (ar
2
0 + 3br
2) 5/3
,
p =
16br
10/3
0
(
ar20 + 3br
2
)
2/3 − ar20 − 5br2
4r
10/3
0 (ar
2
0 + br
2) (ar20 + 3br
2) 2/3
,
(100)
while the barotropic factor is
∂p
∂µ
= w(r) =
(
a+ 3br2
) (
a2 − 5b2r4)
5 (a+ br2)
3
+
8a2b
(
a+ 3br2
)2/3
5 (a+ br2)
3
+
72b3r4
(
a+ 3br2
)2/3
5 (a+ br2)3
+
48ab2r2
(
a+ 3br2
)2/3
5 (a+ br2)3
, (101)
which is decreasing and takes only values between zero
and one.
In Fig. 1 an example of the behaviour of the geome-
try and the thermodynamics of this solution is plotted
for specific values of the parameters. With this choice of
parameters the solution appears to present not only de-
creasing energy density and pressure, but also a natural
surface for the star (p = 0).
One can generalise the reasoning above setting
A = A0
(
a+ b
r2
r20
)β
, (102)
which for different values of β reproduces solutions like
Durg IV, Durg V, Heint IIa, Heint IIIa, Heint IIIe in
Ref. [16]. As we will see in the next Section the reason
behind this similarities is related to the existence of some
theorems which connect different solutions of the TOV
equations.
Let us now try to reconstruct a solution in which the
metric coefficient A is given by Eq. (75b).
Setting
A = A0
(
a+
√
b+ ceρ
)2
, (103)
which corresponds to
Y = − be
ρ
2
√
c− beρ (a+√c− beρ) , (104)
Eq. (94) gives
K = cψ
(
a
√
c− beρ − 2beρ + c)
(c− beρ) [4ψ (a√c− beρ − 2beρ + c)− bcK0eρ] ,
ψ =
(√
a2 + 8c+ a+ 4
√
c− beρ√
a2 + 8c− a− 4√c− beρ
)− a√
a
2+8c
,
(105)
9which leads, using the area radious r, to
ds2 = −Adt2 +Bdr2 + r2 (dθ2 + sin2θdφ2), (106a)
A =
(
a+
√
c− br
2
r20
)2
, (106b)
B =
4r20c
[
r0
(
a
√
cr20 − br2 + cr0
)
− 2br2
]
(cr20 − br2)
× (106c)
[
br2 (cK0ψ + 8)− 4r0
(
a
√
cr20 − br2 + cr0
)]−1
,
(106d)
ψ =
(√
a2 + 8c+ a+ 4
√
cr20 − br2√
a2 + 8c− a− 4
√
cr20 − br2
)− a√
a
2+8c
. (106e)
It is quite straightforward to realise that the new solution
reduces to the one of Eq. (75a) for K0 = 0. Notice also
that since the coefficient B goes to a constant for r = 0,
one can set the constants in such a way to have B(0) =
1 avoiding any conical singularity. However, differently
from the case of Eq. (75a), this solution does not have a
constant energy density. Indeed one obtains
µ =
b
4c
(
a+
√
c− br2) (a√c− br2 − 2br2 + c)3×{
12a3
(
c− br2)2
+ 3a2
(
c− br2)3/2 [cK0ψ (c− br2)+ 12 (c− 2br2)]
+ 2a
(
c− br2) [cK0ψ (6b2r4 − 8bcr2 + 3c2)
+18
(
c− 2br2)2]
+
(
c− 2br2)√c− br2 [cK0ψ (6b2r4 − 7bcr2 + 3c2)
+12
(
c− 2br2)2]} ,
(107)
p =
b
4c
(
a+
√
c− br2) (a√c− br2 − 2br2 + c)3×{
− 4a4 (c− br2)3/2
− a3 (c− br2) [cK0ψ (c− br2)− 36br2 + 24c]
− a2
√
c− br2 [cK0ψ (3c− 7br2) (c− br2)
+12
(
4c− 5br2) (c− 2br2)]
− a (c− 2br2) [cK0ψ (3c− 8br2) (c− br2)
+4
(
10c− 11br2) (c− 2br2))]
+
(
c− 2br2)2√c− br2 [24br2
−c (K0ψ (c− 3br2)+ 12)] } .
(108)
With these expressions one can easily calculate the
(rather lengthy) barotropic factor of the fluid. In Fig. 2
we give an example of the behaviour of the metric and
the thermodynamical quantities. Notice that, with the
parameter chosen, this solution posses a barotropic fac-
tor which corresponds to a mix of pressureless matter
and radiation.
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(a) The coefficients of the metric in Eq. (99). The blue line
represents A and the orange B.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
r
0.2
0.4
0.6
(b) The thermodynamic quantities in Eqs. (100) associated
with Eq. (99).The blue line represents p and the orange µ.
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
r
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
w(r)
(c) The barotropic factor in Eq. (101) associated with
Eqs.(100). Notice that the values of w are compatible with a
mix of a pressureless fluid and photons.
FIG. 1: Graphs of the key quantities of the solution in
Eq. (99) in the case r0 = 1, a = 1/2, b = 1/2, A0 = 1.
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(a) The coefficients of the metric in Eq. (106). The blue line
represents A and the orange B.
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(b) The thermodynamic quantities in Eqs. (107) and (108)
associated with Eq. (106) in a semilogarithmic plot . The
blue line represents p and the orange µ.
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(c) The barotropic factor in Eq. (106) associated with
Eqs. (107) and (108). Notice that the values of w are
compatible with a mix of a pressureless fluid and photons.
FIG. 2: Graphs of the key quantities of the solution in
Eq. (106) in the case r0 = 1, a = −2, b = 1/10, c = 2,
A0 = 1. K0 has been chosen so that p = 0 at r = 1.
VI. GENERATING THEOREMS
The general properties of the solutions of the TOV
equations have been studied in detail from different per-
sectives. Recently in Refs. [6, 7] some theorems were
proven which are able to map different exact solutions of
the TOV equations into each other.
We will show now that in our variables similar theo-
rems can be defined considering a linear deformation of
the quantities characterising a given solution.
Let us consider for example, the case in which given a
solution of Eq. (70) indicated by P0,M0,K0, Y0 we per-
form the deformation
P = P0 + P1 , Y = Y0 + Y1 . (109)
In terms of the metric coefficients, the transformation in
Eq. (109) leads to
A→ A0(ρ) exp
(∫
Y1dρ
)
, (110a)
B → B0(ρ) , (110b)
C → C0(ρ) , (110c)
where now A0(ρ), B0(ρ), C0(ρ) are the metric coefficients
associated to the solutions P0,M0,K0, Y0 of Eq. (70). No-
tice that this transformation corresponds to theorem 2 of
Ref. [6].
Substituting in Eq. (70) and using the constraint in
Eq. (41) we obtain that P1 and Y1 have to satisfy the
following relations:
P1,ρ + P
2
1 + P1
(
3K0 −M0 + 2P0 − 7
4
)
= 0 ,
Y1 = P1 .
(111)
The first equation above is a Bernoulli equation whose
formal general solution is:
P1 =
eF
P∗ +
∫
eFdρ
,
F =
∫ (
3K0 −M0 + 2P0 − 7
4
)
dρ .
(112)
Setting P1 = u,ρ/u, Eq. (111) reduces to :
u,ρρ + u,ρ
(
3K0 −M0 + 2P0 − 7
4
)
= 0, (113)
which, since Y1 = P1 and given the expression of Y in
terms of the metric coefficient A, matches exactly the
key equation obtained in theorem 2 of Ref. [6]. Hence,
solving either of (111) and (113), one finds a new solution
which corresponds to the transformed metric coefficients
of (110).
In the same way one can obtain theorems correspond-
ing to the deformations of other parameters (although
the calculations are slightly more complicated). In the
case of the deformation
P = P0 + P1, M =M0 +M1 ,
K = 1K0 +K1 ,
(114)
which leads to
A→ A0(ρ) , (115a)
B−1 → B0(ρ) + e
ρ
K0
K1 , (115b)
C → C0(ρ) , (115c)
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and corresponds to the theorem 1 in Ref. [6] (see also [8]).
Eq. (70), the constraint in Eq. (41) and Eq. (37) return
K1,ρ = −K1Φ + Γ ,
Φ =
12K0 − 4M0 − 1 + Y0 (8K0 − 8M0 − 2)
2(1 + 2Y0)
,
Γ =
8K20 (Y0 + 1) +K0 (4M0 + 1) (2Y0 + 1)− 4
1 + 2Y0
,
P1 =
K20 +K1K0 − 1
K0 +K1 ,
M1 = − [K0 (K0 +K1)− 1] (2Y0 + 3)
(K0 +K1) (2Y0 + 1) .
(116)
As before, the first equation above is a linear differential
equation which can always be solved formally as:
K1 = e−F
(
K∗ −
∫
eFΓdρ
)
,
F =
∫
Φdρ ,
(117)
which proves the theorem.
The 1 + 1 + 2 equations reveal the presence of a num-
ber of additional deformation theorems (as well as no go
theorems) for non linear deformations of the solutions.
For example, the last theorem above can be further gen-
eralised. Setting
P = P0 + P1, M =M0 +M1 ,
K = K1 , (118)
where K1 is a generic function of ρ (and therefore even a
function of K0). This deformation corresponds to
A→ A0(ρ) , (119a)
B → e
ρ
K0
K1 , (119b)
C → C0(ρ) . (119c)
Under (118),Eq. (70), the constraint in Eq. (41) and
Eq. (37) return:
K1,ρ = 4K
2
1
2Y0 + 1
+K1
(
2M0 − 2K0 (2Y0 + 3)
2Y0 + 1
+
1
2
)
,
P1 = K0 −K1 ,
M1 = − (K0 −K1) (4K0 + 4P0 + 5)
4K0 + 4P0 + 1 .
(120)
The first equation above is a Bernoulli differential equa-
tion which can always be solved exactly as:
K1 = e
F
K∗ +
∫
eFGdρ
,
F =
∫
4dρ
2Y0 + 1
,
G =
2K0 (2Y0 + 3)
2Y0 + 1
− 2M0 − 1
2
.
(121)
These theorems can be easily understood in terms of
the constraints in Eqs. (40)-(41). For example, it is
clear from Eq. (41) that a deformation of the pressure
variable cannot leave Y and K (i.e. the metric coeffi-
cients) both unchanged. And yet, different metrics for
which the quantity Y −K remains unchanged can corre-
spond to a single pressure profile. Finally, as remarked
in Refs. [6, 7], these different theorems can be combined
to obtain chains of exact solutions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have used the 1 + 1 + 2 covariant
formalism and the variables in Ref. [11] to describe non
vacuum static spherically symmetric spacetimes and give
a covariant generalisation of the TOV equations in the
case of an isotropic fluid.
The new formalism offers a different point of view on
the structure of relativistic stellar objects that simplifies
a number of aspects of the TOV equations, some of which
have been recently pointed out in literature. It also gives
a very simple description of Israel’s junction conditions
clarifying the relation between the requirements on the
continuity of the metric and the behaviour of the ther-
modynamical quantities characterising the fluids.
The covariant formulation of the TOV equations shows
that when they are solved assigning a density profile,
one needs to solve a system of a Bernoulli and a Riccati
equation to obtain the desired solutions. This fact im-
plies that except for some special cases [10], we cannot
write a general analytic solution of the TOV equations
in terms of elementary functions, although we can look
at the properties of such solutions (see e.g. Ref. [9]).
However, the difficulty of the mathematical problem also
depends on the resolution strategy. For example, assign-
ing a non-trivial equation of state might imply the res-
olution of even more complex differential equations (e.g
Abel equations).
The covariant TOV equations that we have presented
are also useful for the development of a complete re-
construction algorithm. The structure of such algorithm
clearly shows the difficulty of obtaining exact solutions
in for isotropic stellar objects: the metric coefficients ap-
pear to be related by a differential constraint. The algo-
rithm also allows to connect the metric coefficients (and
their derivatives) to the barotropic factor of the fluid.
This result helps the control of the choice of the solution
to reconstruct. We presented two different solutions ob-
tained by using this algorithm. The first is characterised
by a (0, 0) component of the metric that resembles the
Tolman IV solution. The second, instead, is constructed
in such a way to present the same instability of the classi-
cal constant density solution, but with a non-constant µ.
Both the solutions we found present at least a combina-
tion of parameters for which they satisfy all the physical
conditions given in Section IV (see Figs. 1 and 2). It is
interesting to notice that the second solution is charac-
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terized, in the parameter range that we have explored,
by a density which is almost constant and this feature
makes it a relevant generalisation of the known solutions
of this type.
Finally, we used the covariant TOV equations to red-
erive the generating theorems of Refs. [6–8]. By means of
the new variables these theorems can be obtained as a lin-
ear deformations of a given solution. It is also clear that
the constraints in Eqs. (40)-(41) can be used as a guide
to find the possible theorems that can be found. For ex-
ample, Eq. (41) shows that a shift in Y (and therefore in
A) can be consistent with a shift in K (and therefore in
B) with p and µ fixed, or a shift in p and K and µ fixed.
The presence of the generating theorems gives us a
deeper understanding of the results that we have ob-
tained via the reconstruction technique. For example,
Eq. (99) can be obtained by Eq. (89b) and the other so-
lutions generated via Eq. (102) are connected to some of
the solutions in Ref. [16].
To conclude, the covariant version of the TOV equa-
tions constitute a powerful tool for the investigation of
the structure of stellar objects. The advantages of this
framework will become even more clear when applied to
more complicated cases, like the one in which the source
is an anisotropic fluid. A future work will deal with such
case in detail.
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